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In situ resistance measurements of strained carbon nanotubes
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We investigate the response of multiwalled carbon nanotubes to mechanical strain applied with an
atomic force microscope probe. We find in some samples, changes in the contact resistance
dominate the measured resistance change. In others, strain large enough to fracture the tube can be
applied without a significant change in the contact resistance. In this case, we observe that enough
force is applied to break the tube without any change in resistance until the tube fails. We have also
manipulated the ends of the broken tube back in contact with each other, re-establishing a finite
resistance. We observe that, in this broken configuration, the resistance of the sample is tunable to
values 15–350 kV greater than prior to breaking. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Soon after their discovery by Iijima, carbon nanotube1

~CNTs! were predicted to have interesting electric
properties,2 possibly making them suitable components
miniaturization of electronic devices3,4 and nanoelectrome
chanical systems~NEMS!. To serve a role in NEMS, both
the electrical and mechanical properties of CNTs, as wel
their response to electrical and mechanical interactions m
be understood. To date, several experiments have probe
electrical5–9 and mechanical10–13 properties. However, ther
have been fewer~and less controlled! efforts examining the
effect of mechanical strain on the electrical properties,8 de-
spite considerable theoretical effort to predict the effect
strain and various defects.14–18We present the results of ou
experiments using the probe of an atomic force microsc
~AFM! to apply a mechanical stress to multiwalled carb
nanotubes~MWNT!, while monitoring the resistancein situ.

Two different techniques were used to produce samp
electron beam lithography, and an AFM based lithograp
developed here. In both cases, a solution of MWNTs in e
anol was dispensed onto a thermally oxidized silicon wa
spinning at 4000 rpm. Next, for all samples, two metal lea
were placed over the nanotubes. Because the sample
these experiments are subject to strain along the length o
tube, placing the leads on top of the nanotube is impera
to hold the nanotube in place. The metal clamps the MW
down, preventing unwanted relative motion between the c
tact and the MWNT. We show that if relative motion do
occur~if the film does not pin the MWNT!, large changes in
the contact resistance result, making it impossible to inter
how much the resistance of the tube is changing, if at al

Our experiments are performed by placing the tip of
AFM on the substrate near the MWNT. The tip is attached

a!Electronic mail: sean@physics.unc.edu
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a silicon cantilever which, in turn, is connected to a larg
silicon chip. Using the nanoManipulator software, which h
been described in detail elsewhere,19 the chip is moved,
dragging the tip laterally through the MWNT. The deflectio
of the cantilever, which acts as a spring, is monitored an
proportional to the force applied to the MWNT. A schema
is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Throughout the experiment, the low
bias~1 mV! resistance and the~lateral and normal! force the
tip applies to the MWNT are recorded. While applying stre
to the samples, we have observed two types of behavior

First, we look at a sample where the tube is sligh
thicker than the metal evaporated over its ends. Figu
1~b!–1~f! show the results of a series of manipulations on
19-nm-diam MWNT under 15 nm platinum leads. A seri
of two manipulations was performed on this tube, with im
ages taken after each event. Figure 1~b! shows the nanotube
before modification, the resistance is 85 kV. The arrow in-
dicates the tip trajectory of the first modification, resulting
Fig. 1~c!. While being pushed, the resistance increased
220 kV, and remained at that value after the tip was
moved. The tube underwent further manipulation, indica
by the arrow in Fig. 1~c!, resulting in the image in Fig. 1~f!.
The resistance during this manipulation decreased to 120V,
and again remained constant even after the tip was remo

Figures 1~d! and 1~e! show images of the end of the tub
before and after manipulation. In Fig. 1~e!, the trench left in
the metal where the tube shadowed the substrate during
metal evaporation is a clear indication that the tube
moved with respect to the lead, indicating that the cont
resistance could be changing. Additionally, we can estim
the local strain in the MWNT asRc /Rt , whereRc is the
radius of curvature of the tube andRt is the outer radius of
the MWNT. We find the first modification leads to a max
mum strain of 7%, and the second manipulation induce
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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maximum 11% strain. That the less strained configurat
yields a higher resistance suggests that the contact resis
varies as the tube moves with respect to the metal, and
obscures any effect intrinsic to the nanotube.

To try and prevent the MWNT from moving under th
contacts, we attempted pushing on the top of the tube,
mal to the substrate. A force of 800 nN was applied to
20-nm-diam tube, resulting in a 5 nmdeformation of the
tube.20 The resistance change, if any, in this 80 kV sample is
less than 500V, the noise in the measurement. We note t
the radius of curvature of the tip~as estimated from the AFM
image! is ;40 nm!. A tip this large would make a rathe
shallow dimple in the tube, so a null result in this experime
is not surprising.

In a second sample, with thicker metal, we observe st
ingly different behavior. Figure 2 shows AFM images of
sample produced with AFM lithography. The tube is 24 n
in diameter, and the Au/Pd contacts are 50 nm thick. T
initial resistance of the sample is;135 kV. During the
modification, the resistance changes abruptly to 143 kV, then
increases gradually to 148 kV as the support moves an a
ditional 25 nm. Further pushing causes a rapid increas
400 kV, and beyond this, continued motion of the tip caus
the resistance to become immeasurably large (.107 V).
Figure 2~d! is an AFM image that shows the tube had be
severed.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of experiment. The AFM tip is placed on the substr
next to the MWNT. The tip applies a constant normal force to the subst
and is pushed laterally through the tube. The lateral force and resistanc
recorded while the tube is strained.~b! MWNT between electron beam
defined leads. The arrow indicates the tip trajectory between~b! and~c!. The
scale bar is 300 nm.~c! Sample after modification depicted in~b!. The arrow
indicates the tip trajectory between~c! and ~f!. ~d! and ~e! Close ups of
boxed areas in~b! and ~c!, respectively. The arrows show the relative m
tion between the tube and a stationary object, as well as the trench le
the tube.~f! Image of sample after second modification.
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Looking at the force between the tip and the nanotu
during the manipulation gives some insight into this beh
ior. Figure 2~b! shows the lateral force applied to the tub
and the resistance of the sample versus the motion of
cantilever. As the tip first contacts the nanotube, there
linear increase in the lateral force until it reaches a maxim
value, then it drops suddenly. This sudden drop in force c
responds to fracture, or at least irreversible failure of
MWNT. Observing the resistance, we see it remains
changed~within the noise of the measurement! as the tip
contacts the tube and as the lateral force increases, indica
that the strain applied to the tube has no effect on the re
tance. When the lateral force suddenly drops, signaling f
ure of the tube, the resistance simultaneously increase
143 kV. This behavior can be understood if the lateral for
applied to the tube does not induce enough strain to cha
the resistance of the tube or the contacts until the tub
stressed beyond the elastic limit, at which point it either fra
tures, or deforms plastically.21 At this point the deformed
tube allows the stress in the nanotube to diminish, accom
nied by an immediate increase in the nanotube resista
This explanation adequately describes the result of this
periment, and it agrees with recent theoretical work, wh
calculates the transmission of electrons through nanotu
treated as ballistic conductors.16,22 These calculations show
that in tubes that are bent up to 90°, well beyond the poin
which they buckle, the low bias conduction is unchang
We are currently pursuing current–voltage spectroscopy
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FIG. 2. ~a! AFM Image of sample produced by AFM lithography. Scale b
is 1 m. The arrow indicates the trajectory of the tip between~a! and~c!. ~b!
Resistance~gray! and lateral force~black! during modification shown in~a!.
X axis is the distance the cantilever support moves. The arrow indic
when the tip hits the sample.~c! Zoom in of box in~b!. Notice the simul-
taneous increase in resistance and decrease in force.~d! AFM image of
sample after fracture. The arrow indicates the trajectory of the tip betw
~d! and ~e!. ~e! Image of sample after modification indicated in~d!.
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periments on single-walled nanotube samples with f
probes rather than two. This will allow us to avoid the effe
of contact resistance, as well as the complication of multi
conducting shells, each experiencing different strain,
breaking at different times.

Further experiments done on the same sample give
additional evidence that the initial change~to 143–148 kV!
corresponds to the breaking MWNT. Using the AFM tip
push the two pieces back together as shown in Fig. 2~e!, we
find the pieces become electrically connected again.
‘‘poking’’ the newly formed junction with the AFM tip, the
resistance can be tuned. The values of resistance mea
after the tube was broken and pushed together varied f
148 to 500 kV, though the resistance at a given value had
little noise as the original measurement~;2%!. We specu-
late that this variation comes from microscopic details of
contact between the two halves, which are not yet fully u
derstood. This suggests that nanotubes can be used as
to study properties of nanoscopic particles, by using the
ends of the broken nanotube, or two different nanotubes n
each other as a break junction with tunable contacts.
change of 15 kV at low bias is close to the change which h
been calculated for two open ended nanotubes brought
each other and annealed, so that the ends share a few~;5!
covalent bonds.23

It is of interest that enough strain was applied to fract
the tube, without causing the nanotube/metal junction to f
This indicates the strength of the interface is quite lar
which contrasts tensile strength experiments with polym
nanotube composites. In these experiments the fai
mechanism was ‘‘pull out’’ of the nanotube from the pol
mer matrix, rather than fracture of the MWNTs.24 To com-
pare the nature of these interfaces, more careful experim
must be done, as our strain was not completely uniaxial,
the substrate could have affected the results.

As we have shown, breaking the tube, then pushing
ends into each other causes an increase in resistance of
10%. This makes sense if a large part of the measured r
tance comes from the contacts rather than the tube, and
13 kV may constitute a change on the order of 100% or m
in the actual nanotube resistance. We also observe that
was no measurable change in resistance before the tub
formed plastically or fractured, which implies that th
change in contact resistance during the modification is n
ligible, and thus the 15 kV change is from the nanotub
itself. This is supported by the AFM images of the samp
which shows no change in the contacts, unlike the previou
discussed sample. We speculate that this difference
arise from the ratio of the film thickness to the MWNT. If th
metal is thick enough, the nanotube is effectively cemen
under the lead, and cannot be pulled free.

We have observed the straining and eventual breakin
a nanotube with an AFM probe, while simultaneously me
suring the resistance. The strain in the nanotube had no m
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surable effect on the two-probe resistance, consistent w
theoretical work, until the nanotube was strained beyond
elastic limit. The ends of the broken MWNT were push
into each other and electrical contact between the ends
re-established; though this increased the resistance of
sample by 15 kV. We also observed that manipulation
nanotubes has changed the contact resistance by over
kV. This alerts us that care must be taken in interpreting
contact resistance of nanotube samples as fixed in the p
ence of external stimuli.
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providing the multiwalled nanotubes and B. Bagnell f
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